
INTEREST-BASED NETWORKS

Share and discuss opportunities and make requests that would be of interest to or could be
fulfilled by the Community or their related businesses. Solicitation is permitted in this
Network at Members' discretion.

MEMBER MARKETPLACE

A space to share ideas and new perspectives, ask fellow Members for help or suggestions,
and provide resources — all in the spirit of collective intelligence. This is a non-solicitation
Network.

MEMBER-TO-MEMBER

A Network for Members to post information on deals they are interested in bringing in a
capital partner or seeking advice from others with relevant experience. Solicitation is
permitted in this Network at Members' discretion.

PRIVATE DEAL SOURCING

Outside of monthly Group Meetings, Chapter Activities and events, TIGER 21
Investment and Lifestyle Networks connect Members based on common interests
or expertise like Philanthropy, Wine & Spirits, Family Offices, and more. 

Network events include virtual roundtables, receptions at the Global Exchange Annual
Member Conference, and thought leadership presentations available to the entire
Member community.

Network discussions and engagement also take place within their own designated
space on T21 Connect, TIGER 21's exclusive app that allows Members to stay in
touch with each other, form new connections, securely chat with their Group(s),
register for events, and more.

Learn more about current TIGER 21 Networks available for Members below

GENERAL MEMBER NETWORKS
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Connect with fellow TIGER 21 Members within the same generational peer group
to discuss and share insights around raising a young family, running a business,
the early stages of building an investment portfolio, and more.

45 & UNDER

LIFESTYLE NETWORKS

Our goal is simple: share knowledge, make friends, and have fun exploring the
world of boating and yachts. Whether you are an experienced captain, have a
crew or starting out, every TIGER 21 Member is invited to dive into a world of
maritime adventure.

BOATING & YACHTING

Welcome Golf enthusiasts! Home of the TIGER 21 Golf Directory, we offer a
bespoke service that allows our Members to foster connections with their fellow
golfers. Enjoy the benefits of reciprocal course play and anticipate much more on
the horizon.

GOLF

This Network is for Members interested in learning more about how they can live
a healthier life; from tips from wellness experts, to reviews of the top retreats to
attend. 

HEALTH & WELLNESS

This Network is designed for Members who are interested in aviation. Whether
you own an aircraft, are a pilot or a passenger, or are a hobbyist who simply loves
aviation, welcome!

AVIATION

A dedicated space and community for fishing and hunting enthusiasts: here you
can organize trips, share knowledge, and elevate your love of the sport and the
outdoors with fellow TIGER 21 Members.

FISH & GAME
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LIFESTYLE NETWORKS

This community emphasizes friendship first and is dedicated to making the most
of life while single! Engage with fellow Members in Network discussions,
participate in virtual Meetups, and attend in-person events.

SINGLE MEMBERS

This Network is for Members interested in skiing and boarding; from sharing tips
to access the top slopes and back country tours, to the best places to après ski.

SKIING & BOARDING

This Network is for Members interested in travel and leisure activities; from
finding the yet undiscovered gems around the world to visit, to sharing vacation
home spots to exchange.

TRAVEL

This Network is for Members interested in wine and spirits; from sharing tips to
locate rare vintages, to exclusive access to world-renowned distilleries and
vineyards.

WINE & SPIRITS

A Network for Women Members to share experiences and insights in TIGER 21.
WOMEN OF TIGER 21 (WOT)

Whether your interests align with Supercars, vintage cars, collecting and
investing, or if you are new to the world of automobiles — all are invited to join in
the discussion.

MOTOR CARS
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This Network is for Members who are interested in cryptocurrency markets and
digital money. It offers them a place to engage each other on industry trends,
investing ideas, and learning, as well as share information — whether they are
new to the asset class or leaders in their fields. 

CRYPTOCURRENCY NETWORK

The Family Office Network provides a space for Members to connect and engage
with each other on succession and legacy planning, governance best practices,
and philanthropic and estate planning topics. This Network is open to all TIGER
Members who want to come together to share expertise, learn from subject
matter experts, and participate in virtual meetings, online discussions, and family
office-focused events. 

FAMILY OFFICE NETWORK (FON)

The Emerging Technology Network is for Members interested in learning about,
discussing, and sharing information, developments, and investment strategies in
the AI, IoT, AR/VR, and space systems sectors. The Network’s focus may be
expanded and/or shift over time as new technologies come into play.  

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY NETWORK

INVESTMENT NETWORKS
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The High Impact Philanthropy Network is an invitation-only group of Members
who are already engaged in significant philanthropic activities that represent
major portions of their time, energy, and resources. 

HIGH IMPACT PHILANTHROPY NETWORK

PHILANTHROPY NETWORK
The Philanthropy Network serves TIGER 21 Members and Chairs interested in
connecting around philanthropy. Its purpose is to connect, inform, inspire, and
build community to foster greater philanthropic involvement and impact.
Additionally, this Network provides a central source within the TIGER 21
community for awareness, advice and coordination of philanthropic activities
through regularMeetups and events focused on various philanthropic areas. 

Philanthropy Network

High Impact Philanthropy Network

Family Office Network

Emerging Technology Network
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The VC Network provides a forum for Members to discuss and share views on
current trends and activity across different stages, sectors, and geographies of
venture capital investing. 

VENTURE CAPITAL NETWORK

INVESTMENT NETWORKS

The Private Credit Network provides opportunities for Members to connect and
engage with each other on developments and investments in the $1.5T+ private
debt markets including mezzanine loans, private placements, distressed, and
special situations.

PRIVATE CREDIT NETWORK
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REN is a Network for Members interested in discussing and sharing information
on investment strategies and trends in the real estate sector. REN has two
Member-led subclasses: Industrial and Multifamily.

REAL ESTATE NETWORK (REN)

PEN is the place for Members — those with experience in private equity and those
without —to discuss current trends in the sector and to participate in regular
Member Roundtable sessions. 

PRIVATE EQUITY NETWORK (PEN)

VC Network

Private Credit Network
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